Customer Experience

Infor + Marketo: The marketer’s
approach to engagement

We are living in a digital era where
everyone and everything is connected.
Today’s business and consumer buyers
expect companies to understand them
at a personal level—and only want to
interact with those that share their
values. In this Engagement Economy,
marketing is all about building

Delivering customer advocacy and
engagement across the enterprise
Strategic partners Infor and Marketo are changing the
game to deliver broad, seamless digital engagement
solutions to power the Engagement Economy. The
partnership brings together the best of innovation,
experience, industry expertise, and beautiful design to
supercharge customer experience strategy.

personalized, authentic relationships
with customers and proving your
commitment to earning their business
at every step in the customer journey.
This means marketers need to engage
with all the stakeholders in a
business—not just customers.

■ Build lasting relationships and drive revenue
in the Engagement Economy.

Transforming the customer experience
By combining their platforms, Infor and Marketo are offering unique value to large enterprises by providing the
industry’s most comprehensive and innovative customer engagement solutions that are unmatched by the
legacy marketing stack vendors.

Infor CRM + Marketo = customer
engagement redefined
Built on open platforms, these fully integrated
solutions unite both data and business processes,
enabling team collaboration across the enterprise
to redefine the delivery of customer engagement
and advocacy.

■

Data integrity—Bidirectional data provides
information about leads and accounts to
ensure that data is consistent across your
sales and marketing departments during the
lead qualification process.

Infor and Marketo provide you with capabilities
for ensuring:

■

Give Sales a clear picture of the hottest
leads and most valuable customers—See
the Marketo digital footprint within the context
of Infor CRM contacts and leads, gaining
access to crucial moments, lead scores, and
hot lead metrics.

■

Gain the power and flexibility you need to
engage prospects and customers at
scale—Create, manage, and execute
authentic and personalized engagement
across every touchpoint: email, web, mobile,
and more.
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Engage with customers at scale and enhance
customer relationships
Infor CRM and Marketo Marketing Automation empowers you to maximize the value of your most important
corporate asset—your customer data.
Infor CRM’s exceptional usability and flexible configuration capabilities enable rich, personalized user
experiences, helping to ensure adoption and productivity. Marketo Marketing Automation enables companies to
streamline, automate, and measure marketing tasks and workflows so they can increase operational efficiency
and grow revenue faster.
Together, Infor and Marketo are transforming the customer experience to deliver customer advocacy and
engagement across the enterprise.
■

■

Drive better interactions—Rich customer profiles
and sales productivity tools help users identify
opportunities and streamline sales activities.
Simultaneously, sales management tools, analytics,
and proactive alerts drive accurate forecasting as
well as effective team and territory management.
Best-practice process automation recommends and
performs winning actions that drive results.
The power of flexibility—Attain unparalleled
flexibility and control in how you deploy, use, and
pay for your CRM solution. Cloud, on-premise,
hybrid, and mobile options accommodate your
business needs. Buy, finance, or subscribe while
maintaining full control of your data. Select from and
mix multiple license types to lower TCO and align
diverse user requirements.

■

Mobile CRM—Infor CRM Mobile extends rich
functionality to smartphones and tablets, giving
your mobile workforce a strong competitive
advantage. Interactions with native device features
such as mapping, dialing, and email further
streamline the mobile user experience.

■

Bring in the right customers—Find and engage
the right customers. Help them learn what they
want to know about your products as they begin
their journey. Learn about search marketing,
landing pages, web personalization, forms, social
media, and behavior tracking.
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■

Build long-term relationships with your
customers—Easily build and scale automated
marketing campaigns across channels that engage
your customers in a personalized way, without
support from IT. Learn about our email marketing,
nurturing, ad targeting, and mobile engagement.

■

Increase revenue by focusing sales on the
hottest prospects—If you have a sales team,
marketing automation helps you identify the best
prospects and customers and close more business
by triggering a sales call at exactly the right time.
Learn about our scoring, nurturing, sales
intelligence, and CRM integration.

■

Measure and optimize your marketing
programs—Move beyond just simple opens and
clicks. Quickly determine how each of your
marketing programs and channels impact revenue.
Learn about our calendar, marketing analytics, and
Marketo Moments.
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Supercharge the customer experience
Infor and Marketo are dedicated to providing marketers with a more complete view of their customers in order to
create personalized, authentic experiences that engage them across channels and devices. The partnership
allows organizations the best alignment among departments to provide a streamlined process, from messaging
to planning, to budgeting, to execution—all while ensuring compliance and brand integrity. Marketers will be able
to confidently deliver the best possible experience throughout the entire customer journey.

With Infor + Marketo, you can:
■

Gain the most relevant view of your
customer’s engagement

■

Create personal and authentic messages
using cross-platform data

■

Provide tools to plan, budget, and execute
multi-channel campaigns

■

Take customers from acquisition to advocate
in less time

■

Deliver your brand’s best experience to every
customer at scale

Get more information on
Infor + Marketo ›

Follow us : 
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